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Prairie Island Unit 2 was shut down on January 24,1998 to repair a small leak on the reactor coolant
system. The unit was taken to the cold shutdown condition for the repair. The source of that leakage
rppeared initially to be the intermediate canopy seal weld for the part length control rod drive
m:chanism (CRDM) at location G9 on the recator vessel head. However, the canopy seal was
covered and couldn't be directly observed. Filling and venting the reactcr coolant system was initiated
while the repair of the intermediate canopy seal weld was stillin progress. During that fill and vent
op ration it was noted that water was leaking from the G9 part length CRDM approximately one inch
;bove the intermediate canopy seal that was being repaired.

Unit 2 part length CRDM's have been removed and replaceo with Head Adapter Plugs which were
screwed on and seal welded.
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EVENT DESCRIPTION

Prairie Island Unit 2 was shut down on January 24,1998 to repair a small leak on the reactor coolant
syst:m The unit was taken to the cold shutdown condition for the repair. The source of that leakage,

cpp:ared initially to be the intermediate canopy seal weld for the part length control rod drive
mechanism (CRDM) at location G9 on the reactor vessel head. However, the canopy seal was covered
and couldn't be directly observed. Filling and venting the reactor coolant system' was initiated while the
repair of the intermediate canopy seal weld was stillin progress. During that fill and vent operation it
was noted that water was leaking from the G9 part length CRDM approximately one inch above the
intsrmediate canopy seal that was being repaired.

Because of the location of the aWected CRDM, accessibility to the CRDM is limited. A video camera
was utilized to investigate the leakage. Examination of the leak location using the video camera
idsntified water dripping from an apparent flaw in the wall of the CRDM Motor Tube Base above the
intnrmediato canopy seal. Filling and venting was secured and the reactor coolant system was drained
to a level below the leak elevation. Subsequent investigation revealed that the leak was from a through-
wall crack in a weld between the CRDM Tube Base and the CRDM Motor Tube.

B:cause the part length CRDMs are not used and are abandoned in place, it was decided that the part
I:ngth CRDM at location G9, would be permanently removed. This would eliminate the need for repair
of tho flaw and would facilitate the metallurgical evaluation of the flaw. Removal of the G9 part length
CRDM was completed on February 8,1998. The remaining three part length CRDMs were also
removed and ctpped. Caps have been screwed onto the threaded end of the penetration and seal
welded with a 5/8 inch fillet weld.

CAUSE OF THE EVENT

A dsfect in primary system pressure boundary observed on the Motor Tube Base of Unit 2 part length
CRDM location G9 caused the RCS leak. The analysis of the root cause of this defect is ongoing. Unit
2 part leng'h CRDM l'ousings are being analyzed at an off site laboratory. The final root cause analysis
will be proviced by April 6,1998 (as committed to in NSP Response to Request for Additional
Information Concerning Prairie Island Unit 2 Control Rod Drive Mechanism Leak, dated February 23,
1998.)

.
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ANALYSIS OF THE EVENT

UNIT 2:
Tho defect in the Unit 2 primary system pressure boundary was detected as leakage, based on
increased RCS leak rate and containment radiation. The leak rate increased 0.2 gpm and indicated

2radiation doubled on Unit 2 containment radiation monitors ,
,

Tha potential extent of this indication was reviewed considering other Unit 2 locations and also Unit 1.
Tha part length CRDM design is different than the full length CRDM housings. The part length CRDM
Motor Tube Bases were fabricated from multiple pieces, welded together, and machined to final
g:ometry. The fulllength CRDM housings do not contain any welds in the latch housings or rod travel
housings, other than the canopy seal welds. Thus, the part length CRDMs have welds relied on to
maintain structuralintegrity of the primary system pressure boundary, while the full length CRDMs have
only seal welds.

Original receipt inspection documentation for the part length CRDM motor tubes was reviewed. This
documentation indicates that the finished weld was radegraphed and liquid penetrant examined. The
original radiographs were not available at Prairie Island. The part length CRDMs were hydrostatically
t:st:d by the fabricator and again by NSP as part of original construction. The base material, weld wire
and weld butter layer material heat information was reviewed. The part length CRDM motor tube base
with the defect, G9, was welded with a unique heat number (ladle batch) end clad buttering. Other heat
numbers for base metal are similar to Unit 1 and others on Unit 2, except G5 on Unit 2. Unit 2 location
G5 used a unique heat number for the motor tube base transition piece and end clad buttering wire.
Unit 2 locations 17 and E7 used all the same material as on Unit 1 (One part length CRDM on Unit 1
does use a unique weld butter heat number). Therefore, a decision was made to remove the 17 and E7
part length CRDMs sequentially, so NDE results could be more definitively correlated to Unit 1.

Additional information from the defect part length CRDM motor tube base from location G9 was
obtained on February 9. An unqualified ultrasonic (UT) examination was performed after the part length
CRDM was removed from the rertar head. The preliminary UT results showed two inside diameter
indications, one approximately tWe inches long and a second three inches long. The UT method used
could not locate the indication in relation to the thickness of G9, and the UT method could not measure
the indication depth. The leak location was centered in the five inch long indication.

On February 10, several radiographs (RT) were performed to gain additional information on the
preliminary UT indications. The RT results supported the UT results with respect to the length of the
five inch indication. No depth information was available from RT data. The three inch indication

8 ('dllS Component Ider,tiner: RI)
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idsntified via the preliminary UT was not identifiable via RT. Boric acid seepage on the exterior of the
motor tube base at the leak location indicated the exterior crack was approximately 3/4 inch long.

A s:cond weld exists on each part length CRDM tube. This weld is above the motor tube center
; s:ction, approximately two feet above the defect area. This welo on the G9 CRDM was also UT

excmined to help determine if the defe(t in the motor tube base was of a generic nature. The UT on,

this upper weld showed no apparent discontinuities.

Additional information was obtained after removal of the second part length CRDM motor tube from
location 17 on February 12. The motor tube base and the upper weld were UT examined. These UT

,

cxeminations on 17 showed no apparent discor.tinuities. The 17 CRDM was cut into shorter sections to
reduce radiation exposure and remove interna' components from the area of interest at the motor tube
bass. Internal diameter visual inspections with 10X magnification and internal fluorescent dye PT
inspections were conducted on 17. No relevant linear indications were found on the internal diameter of

^

part length CRDM 17.
4

Additional information was obtained February 14 after removal of the last two part length CRDMs from
locations E7 and GS. The motor tube bases and the upper welds of E7 and G5 were UT examined.

4 Both motor tube bases and upper welds for E7 and G5 showed no apparent discontinuities. The
; CRDMs were cut into shorter sections to remove internal components from the area of interest at the
'

motor tube base. Internal diameter visua! inspections were conducted. No relevant linear indications
ware found on the internal diameter of part length CRDMs E7 or GS.-

Westinghouse labs performed a 20-25X magnification visual examination on the inside diameter surface
of part length CRDM motor tube base from location G9. The visual examination found a continuous
circumferential indication for 120 degrees around the leak location. A UT inspection on the defect G94

piece was performed at Westinghou e labs. The UT results indicate circumferential cracking 360
degrees around the inside diameter surface. Laboratory work to identify a root cause for the failure is

7

ongoing. The final root cause analysia report will be submitted by April 6,1998 (as previously4

.
committed to in NSP Response to Request for Additional Information Concerning Prairie Island Unit 2

| Control Rod Drive Mechanism Leak, dated February 23,1998.)
.

UNIT 1 (operating unit):,

Considering c potentially generic ex9nt, the RCS leak rates, containment sump pump run times, and
containment radiation monitor trends were reviewed for Unit 1 immediately upon determining that the
leek in the Unit 2 part length CRDM at location G9 was not in the canopy seal weld. Stable trends were
found on all parameters.

MC f 0HM 3664 le 95)
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Unit i reactor head was inspected in December of 1997 for leaks upon startup from 1997 refueling
outzge. No leaks were noted. The inspection procedure specifically requires a signoff for satisfactory
inspections at the intermediate canopy seal weld locations.

Percmeters and trends were monitored daily as part of normal operating practice. This monitoring
included: daily RCS leak rate and trends, daily review of containment radiation monitor trends,
monitoring of containment humidity, monitoring of containment sump run times, monitoring of the
containment fan coil units condensate drains, monitoring of radiation monitor alarms, and computer
redi; tion monitor alarms.

Tha RCS leak rate trend is reviewed by obtaining a printout of the results of the last forty RCS leak rate
c:lculations, and sump run times. The radiation monitor trends are reviewed by obtaining a printout of
the last week's monitor count rates. Minor trend changes can be observed by reviewing these results.
Tha monitoring described above was successful in identifying the leak on Unit 2. Specifically, a
incr:ase in daily leak rate in combination with increasing radiation monitor levels keyed operators into
notification of plant management. This level of monitoring was deemed sufficient on February 1.

Enhanced monitoring of the RCS teak rate and radiation monit:,ta started February 9 (formal
instructions were effective February 10). Operations perswne! were instructed to increase the
frequency of the RCS leak rate calculation to once each shift. This also included review of the leak rate
and sump run time trends. Containment radiation monitors 1R11 and 1R12, and containment humidity
wara also put on continuous trend display in the control room. Containment activity trend increases
would be indicative of RCS leakage.

Surveillance was also increased on the Unit 1 Containment Fan Coil Units condensate collection tank
Isvuls. These levels indicate leakage into the containment atmosphere that is being condensed by the
cooling colls. Operations personnel were instructed to inform the Operations General Superintendent if
ths RCS leak rate should increase above 0.1 gpm, or any increasing trends on the monitored
p;rnmeters.

A containment inspection was conducted February 11. The inspection included a visual inspection of
Unit 1 reactor head. No leaks were noted from this inspection.

Documentation was reviewed verifying operations personnel were trained recently on LOCA accidents.
Rcqualification training completed on June 27,1997 included review of the LOCA emergency response
procedure and related simulator scenarios. Additionally, recent requalification examinations included
LOCA simulator scenarios on 9 of 24 tests. No weaknesses e :re noted with respect to operator
responses to LOCAs during these examinations.
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A raview was conducted of the potential consequences of a postulated failure of a Unit 1 part length
CRDM housing. A catastrophic failure of the housing could theoretically lead to a small break Loss of
Coolant Accident (SBLOCA) as large as 4 inches. The more likely scenario would be that the internal -

components of the drive assembly (i.e. the thrust bearing retainer assembly) would restrict the flow to
something much smaller than a 4 inch break. However, the assessment conservatively assumes that
ths break is 4 inches.

A rsview of the licensing basis SBLOCA confirms that a break of 4 i, ches is bounded by the limiting
cold leg break of 6 inches. The results in WCAP-13920 Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident
Engineering Report for the Prairie Island ZlRLO Fuel Upgrade show that the peak cladding temperature
for a 4 inch cold leg break is approximately 400*F lower then the limiting 6 inch cold leg break, and that
for Prairie Island the limiting 6 inch cold leg break has approximately 1000*F margin to the limit of
2200*F. Since Westinghouse's approved LOCA methodology has determined that a SBLOCA in the i

cold leg is more limiting than a break in the hot leg, and since a failure of a rod drive housing would be
mora similar to a hot leg break, it is also reasonable to conclude that a catastrophic failure of the rod
travel housing is bounded by our licensing basis analysis. Additionalinformation related to accident

i analysis has previously been provided in NSP Response to Request for Additional Information
Concerning Prairie Island Unit 2 Control Rod Drive Mechanism Leak, dated February 23,1998.,

|

Another issue considered is the effect of a missile caused by the postulated failure of a CRDM housing.
This issue is addressed in the Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) section 3.5.4.1.3, which states
that the kinetic energy of the broken off piece would be dissipated in the missile shield. The USAR
goes on to conclude that the circumferential failure would not cause damage to adjacent housings that
would increase the severity of the initial accident. All of the above information leads to the conclusion
that the postulated failure of a rod travel housing on Unit 1 would be bounded by the safety analyses in
the USAR. Additional missile effects information have been previously submitted in NSP Response to
Request for Additional Information Concerning Prairie Island Unit 2 Control Rod Drive Mechanism Leak,
dat:d February 23,1998.

Because the aircumferential defect in the G9 Motor Tube Base was (for a short distance) 100% through
wall and resulteo in a breach of the primary system pressure boundary, this event is reportable per
10CFR50.73 (a)(2)(ii).

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Remove and inspect all four Unit 2 part length CRDMs...

2. Implement a design change to cap the penetrations for all four Unit 2 part length CRDMs.
NRC FORM 363A 44 95)
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3. A notice has been put out to other nuclear plants through Nuclear Network.

Additional corrective actions may be identified as a result of the root cause evaluations. These will be
documented in a supplemental report. In addition, four related commitments were made in NSP
Response to Request for Additional Inforn ation Concarning Prairie Island Unit 2 Control Rod Drive
Mechanism Leak, dated February 23,1998.

FAILED COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION

Leakage through the primary system pressure boundary was causod by a through-wall defect in the
Unit 2 part length CRDM Motor Tube Base transition weld at location G9.

The Unit 2 G9 Motor Tube Base contains the only defect identified to date. A summary of the UT
inspections on the part length CRD"s for Unit 2 shows only G9 Motor Tube Base with apparent defects.
G9 upper weld, a warehouse spare, and all other Unit 2 part length CRDMs show no apparent
discontinuities. A total of ten areas were examined between the upper welds and motor tube bases for
the four Unit 2 part length CRDMs and the spare part length CRDM in the warehouse.

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS

None.
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